DEAR COA FRIENDS,

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. challenged us when he stated, “The ultimate measure of a man (sic) is not where he stands in the moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.”

The COVID-19 pandemic has taken more than 200,000 American lives, closed businesses and schools, and has driven many into isolation. And this pandemic has taken a disproportionate toll on people of color, exposing the deep-rooted and pervasive impacts of racism. While facing extraordinary challenges created by COVID-19, we must also reckon with racial injustices which are all too ubiquitous in our city, our nation, and throughout history.

During this crisis, and with your great support, COA has accepted and risen to the challenge. COA implemented strict health and safety protocols: enhanced cleaning, social distancing, mandatory masks, and more. With these measures in place, COA continued providing critically needed services and support for more than 10,000 low-income Milwaukee children and families:

• We kept our Early Education Centers open to provide critical child care to families of essential workers.

• Even with periods of quarantine, COA’s HIPPY home visitation and instruction program reached more children and parents than ever before, and 86% of all families continued and completed the entire school year.

• With classrooms closed, COA implemented safe youth engagement programming with arts, STEM programming, and academics at both of our centers, six schools, and two parks.

• We expanded our food pantry at our Goldin Center and launched a new meal program in the Amani neighborhood. In 69 days, COA’s food pantry provided more than 62,000 pounds of food to 12,348 people; and in 102 days our free summer meal program served 30,954 meals.

The pandemic has demonstrated the interconnected nature of our world both in danger and in opportunity. It’s an invaluable lesson reminding us once again of the words of Dr. King: “No one is free until we are all free.” In July, COA issued a public solidarity statement alongside other local nonprofits pledging to become anti-racist organizations, and to help drive collective and sustained action toward greater racial equity in Milwaukee.

In this moment of challenge and controversy, COA is more committed than ever to helping Milwaukee children and families reach their greatest potential. And most importantly, we are committed to doing so together along with our dedicated staff, board of directors, supporters, volunteers, community partners, and of course, the children and families we serve.

Sincerely,

Thomas P. Schneider
Executive Director

Christine McLaughlin
Board President
Financials

**ANNUAL OPERATING REVENUE**

- Contributions and Grants  $2,235,339  30.9%
- Program Service Fees  $2,209,114  30.5%
- Government Grants  $1,785,273  24.6%
- United Way  $636,734  8.8%
- Special Events  $378,124  5.2%
- **Total Annual Operating Revenue**  $7,244,584  100.0%

**EXPENSES BY PROGRAM**

- Early Childhood Education  $2,394,859  33.2%
- Youth Development  $1,671,202  23.1%
- Family Support Services  $843,570  11.6%
- Camping  $553,812  7.6%
- Community Services  $1,031,551  14.2%
- **Total Program Expenses**  $6,494,994  89.7%

- Total Management & Fundraising  $745,980  10.3%
- **Total Annual Expenses**  $7,240,974  100.0%

Charity Navigator awarded COA its highest 4-star rating for the 16th consecutive year. COA is Charity Navigator’s highest rated children’s and family services agency in Wisconsin!
EARLY EDUCATION CENTERS
COA’s Early Education Centers are prioritizing care for children of essential workers at this time.

One grateful parent said it best:
“COA has always been there for our family and is now more than ever. Because COA is open for essential workers, we can focus on our work while our children receive amazing care. We trust COA to keep our family safe. COA is a lifesaver!”

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTERS
COA’s Harry and Rose Samson Family Resource Center (FRC) and Ethel Nutis Gill FRC give parents and their children access to vital resources like parenting classes, a food pantry, referrals, clothing, and support groups.

This year there were over 9,500 visits from children and their families.
Teresa is a mother of three who joined HIPPY with her daughter Rosa. Rosa was born with a rare neurological condition causing developmental delays. Because of her condition, Rosa’s family saw her as fragile making it hard to know how to best support her and connect as a family.

Everything changed for Teresa and her family when she joined HIPPY. Teresa’s Parent Partner worked closely with her, teaching her activities to do with Rosa to guide her development. Rosa is now doing all sorts of things Teresa didn’t realize she could do on her own, like selecting her clothes and dressing herself each day. Teresa built a mini library in the family home and filled it with books from COA. While Rosa cannot yet talk, read, or write, Teresa discovered she enjoys being read to. Rosa’s book choices have become a powerful tool for her to express her feelings and needs to her family.

Teresa says that HIPPY has “integrated the whole family.” They are closer than ever and even started eating regular meals together. Rosa’s growth and self-confidence have skyrocketed. As a mom, Teresa has learned to let go of her fears. “As parents, we can all use a little help,” said Teresa. “With HIPPY, there’s always someone who’s got your back!”
Programs

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

COA’s positive youth development program supports the achievement of Milwaukee youth (ages seven - 18) through quality programs and resources that empower these youth to realize their full potential. Programs encourage youth to grow academically, socially, physically, and as leaders.

PRETEEN AND TEEN PROGRAMMING

COA’s preteen and teen programs at our Goldin and Riverwest Centers holistically engaged 600 youth and their families this year through eight integrated modules: Academics, STEM, Arts, Sports & Recreation, Leadership Development, Life Skills, Career/Post Secondary, and Parent Engagement.

PROGRAM COLLABORATIONS

COA collaborated with community partners to enhance the impact of its youth program: SPARK Literacy, the Wisconsin Humane Society “Book Buddies” program (pictured right), Milwaukee Bucks, Milwaukee Admirals, Milwaukee Repertory Theater, Milwaukee LGBT Center, Cream City Skills Basketball, Safe & Sound, Discovery World, and more!

COMMUNITY LEARNING CENTERS & SAFE PLACES

COA partners with Milwaukee Public Schools to operate six Community Learning Centers (CLCs) and Safe Places citywide. CLCs and Safe Places provide hundreds of Milwaukee youth a safe and fun place to learn and play after school and throughout the summer. Last December, The Milwaukee Kitchen Cabinet supported COA during their “3 Days of Christmas” initiative with a holiday party at the Doerfler CLC (pictured left).

To best support Milwaukee youth through the COVID-19 crisis, COA was authorized to continue safely serving youth citywide at each of its locations. Programming is focused on supporting youth and families in distance learning.
Teens in COA’s Music & Video Production program wrote, performed, and produced an original short film, *Exposure*, which was selected as a finalist and screened at the 2019 Milwaukee Film Festival in October to a packed house at the Oriental Theatre. *Exposure* was the only youth-produced film selected by The Milwaukee Film Festival.

**COA Media Students Produce Film**

Family Camps at COA’s Camp Helen Brachman in Almond, WI, offer Milwaukee families a weekend departure from city life and daily stressors to share in new adventures, explore the outdoors, bond, and make memories that last a lifetime. Activities include hiking, swimming, canoeing, campfires, arts & crafts, games, storytelling, family meals, and more.

In 2019, 53 families (216 individuals) attended year-round family camps at Camp Helen Brachman. Here’s what they had to say about their experience:

“*Camp Helen Brachman is our family’s favorite ‘get out’ spot! We love it here!*”

“This was truly a relaxing retreat for my family. Much needed.”

“Thank you so much for these wonderful memories. Our family will cherish them forever.”

Family Camps offer so much more than just a fun time. They’re a therapeutic retreat into nature to help families restore, recharge, and develop greater resiliency for coping with life’s challenges. **Family Camps will take on a greater significance in the coming months and years as we heal from the collective trauma of COVID-19 and national crises of racial and social injustice.**

**Note:** Because of COVID-19, for the first time in 114 years, COA was unable to host summer sessions for youth at Camp Helen Brachman. We look forward to youth sessions as soon as possible.
AMANI
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

COA’s award-winning Community Development initiatives enhance Milwaukee neighborhoods through events, programs, and services that empower residents, strengthen families, and build community.

COA’s community development efforts in the Amani neighborhood have seen a year full of successes:

- Responding to COVID-19-related food insecurity, COA launched a meal program in partnership with Hunger Task Force and Milwaukee Center for Independence. Over 102 days COA provided 30,954 free, nutritious meals to children and families.

- COA and the Children’s Hospital operated its family and pediatric clinic at the Goldin Center, improving access to healthcare.

- COA continued to work with residents and community partners to engage residents, build neighborhood assets, and increase safety and well-being.

- COA’s summer programming in Moody Park included a Juneteenth Celebration, gardening with Teens Grow Greens, and COA’s Beyond the Book Bag back to school event in August.

- Cue the Sun, COA youth artists, and the Hip Hop Lead Project brought awareness to Milwaukee’s lead poisoning problem by using hip hop, poetry, and music videos.

- Thanks to the work of COA, residents, and neighborhood partners, the child poverty rate in Amani decreased by 21% from 2016-2019.

At COA’s Community Family Night more than 800 residents gathered for fun and food, and to honor long-time community leader Dr. Lester Carter for his years of community service.

Children and youth from COA’s programs program created a mural.
This summer, COA held a Juneteenth celebration at Moody Park in Amani. 100 people gathered for a fun and uplifting day of community activities. Staff and volunteers barbecued and participated in family programming with the theme, Social Justice through a Child’s Eyes.

The celebration kicked off with a community clean-up. Volunteers from Outreach Community Health Centers joined COA staff and children to assist in neighborhood beautification while getting to know neighbors around the area. Children and families enjoyed an outdoor picnic and decorated posters. Cue the Sun set up a mobile recording studio, giving youth a safe space to share and archive their thoughts on racial and social justice.

The day wrapped up with a Community March for Social Justice, a peaceful march through Amani led by COA children, families, and staff. COA’s Juneteenth celebration gave children a platform to “let everyone know that Black Lives Matter!”
For over 40 years, COA has worked to enhance the Riverwest neighborhood by providing programs and resources that support neighborhood families. Our nationally accredited Early Education Center, Family Resource Center, and Youth Development programs holistically serve children, families, and whole communities. COA worked with the City to create Kilbourn-Kadish Park, a welcoming community destination and home to Milwaukee’s most iconic skyline view. Kilbourn-Kadish Park was a finalist for the 2020 MANDI awards for its impact as a welcoming public space that builds community.

This summer, Kilbourn-Kadish Park was a vital site for safe, outdoor programming. Children and families social distanced and enjoyed Stories in the Park, arts & crafts, and small group playtime. COA’s Read Everywhere citywide book distribution program distributed thousands of free, brand new books to children and families.
COA enhanced how we serve families by improving facilities and expanding programming!

Camp Helen Brachman Renovations
This summer COA began extensive renovations at Camp Helen Brachman (CHB), COA’s 206-acre rural camp facility in Almond, WI. The projects included a new dock and waterfront shed, general cabin maintenance and painting, bathroom and shower upgrades, and restoration of trails and wildlife habitats. COA is also restoring CHB’s Pickerel Lake waterfront, that was damaged by flooding.

New HIPPY Summer Programming
This year, HIPPY expanded to include summer programming for the first time ever by engaging children and families year round! Families participated in safe and fun learning activities in Kilbourn-Kadish Park, and staff distributed extended learning packets full of exciting summer lessons for the whole family to enjoy.

THE HOLLYWOOD GALA
Each year, COA rolls out the red carpet on Hollywood’s biggest night for its annual Hollywood Gala. This glamorous event, presented by the Marcus Corporation and National Association of Theater Owners of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, raises funds to support COA’s life changing programs and features a formal dinner, silent auction, and a live screening of the Academy Awards. At this year’s 22nd Annual Hollywood Gala, **COA raised over $230,000 to benefit Milwaukee children and families**! Special thanks to our 2020 Hollywood Gala Chair Nancy Farino, our Rising Star honoree Lailaa Crockerhan, and to all of the committee members and community sponsors who made this event a success.
Donors

The generous support of our wonderful donors enables us to change the lives of children and families throughout our community.

VISIONARIES
($25,000+)

Bader Philanthropies
Brady Corporation Foundation, Inc.
Estate of Irving L. Chortek
City of Milwaukee, Department of City Development
Community Advocates, Inc.
Daniel M. Soref Charitable Trust
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Leila Goldin
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Greater Milwaukee Foundation

STAKEHOLDERS
($5,000 - $9,999)

Anonymous
Badger Mutual Insurance Company
Baird
Heidi Marcelle and Robert Bamard
Sue and Mike Bazelon
Ben L. and Patricia S. Steigleder Charitable Trust
Mark Blutstein
Melanie and Steve Booth
Call Ripken Sr. Foundation Inc.
Camp Nebagamon Scholarship Fund
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin
Duane & Dorothy Bluemke Foundation
Forest County Potawatomi Foundation
Linda and Elf Frank
Diane and Robert Halbritter
Kathy and Bill Heilbronner
Jody Heilbronner
Susanne and Michael Hupy

Jewish Community Foundation

Bill & Idy Goodman Family Donor Advised Fund
Sanford & Judith Mallin Donor Advised Fund
Nancy and Adi Laskin
Tracy Luber and Gill Southwell
Christine and Randy McLaughlin
Susan and Ronald Miller
Milwaukee Admirals Play Foundation
Molina Employee PAC
NATO of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
Jill and Peter Olive
Laura Peracchio and Dan Eder
Philip Rubenstein Foundation
R.A. Stevens Foundation
Ralph Evinrude Foundation, Inc.
Ralph G. or cherry Gorinstein
Charitable Foundation
US Bank
Susan and Richard Weil
Libby and Jim Wigdale

TRENDSETTERS
($1,500 - $4,999)

Anonymous

Associated Bank
August G. Mueller Trust, U.S. Bank N.A. as Trustee
Baker Tilly
Laura Barry
Christy Brooks and Allen Silverstein
Camp Thunderbird Charitable Foundation
Carl E. Kessler Family Foundation
CIBC
Clare M. Peters Charitable Trust
Carmen Decot
Tracy and Dennis Derby
Direct Supply Foundation, Inc.
Gardner Foundation
Gene & Ruth Posner Foundation, Inc.
Michael Gilbert
Godfrey & Kahn, S.C.
Bonny and Rick Goldin

GRAEF USA
更大的 Milwaukee Foundation
Nom Adelman Staff Fund
Colton Charitable Fund
Judith & Arthur Salzstein Fund

PIONEERS
($1,000 - $1,499)

Bartolotta Restaurants
Margie Becker
Christian and Woodrow Benson
COA volunteers play an important role in our commitment to serving children, strengthening families, and building community. To become a volunteer visit coa-yfc.org/volunteer.
Employees from GE Healthcare held a build-a-bike event and donated 20 bikes to COA kids.

Barbara & Edward Levi  
Donor Advised Fund
Abigail & David Nash  
Donor Advised Fund
Kysteen and Kellen Kasper
William Kerns
Todd Korb
Elaine and Werner Kordas
Amanda Kremer
Lynn and John Krusche
Trish and Mike Kuehnri
Margaret and Matthew Kurinski
The Lapin Family
Linda Goren-Levey and Michael Levey
Susan and James Martin
Margaret Dee McGarity
Sallie and George Meyer
Sean Miller
Katie Mills
Alexa Mitchell
Jennifer and Michael Mueller
Kiernan Nulty
Jeanne Pier
Candy and Bruce Pindyck
Ryan Popodzinski
Jill and Jerry Polachek
Brenda and Patrick Quick
Toby Recht
Laura Ryan
Annemarie Scobey-Polachek
Adam Shapiro
Jean and Russell Smith
Karen Spindler
Mary and John Splude
Mary Ellen and Scott Stanek
Pedro Tejada Caldero
Steve Thomas
Brooke Van de Kamp
Van Helden Family Charitable Fund
Phyllis Wakefield
Sue Weinten
Willie Williams
Paula and Mike Wojciechowski
John Yopps
Andi and Mike Zimmerman

**BENEFAC'TORS**  
**($100 - $249)**

Sharon Adams
Jackie and Peter Alt
Emily and Ryan Alwood
Esther and Fredric Ancel
Betsy Murphy and Chris Backes
David and Debra Gorna Barash
Aisha and Brian Barkow
Miriam Barnicle
Melissa Baseheart
Barbara & Edward Beckert
Jeanette and Bob Bilodeau
Koretta Birts
Kimberly Blackwell-Arnold and Michael Arnold
Wendy Read Bosworth and Robinson Bosworth III
Mark Boyce
Elizabeth Bradshaw
Michelle Breider
Brian Houston Salone, LLC
Cheryl and Mark Brickman
Cheri and Tom Briscoe
Jessica Butler
Alexa Campbell
Tiffany Chang
Chillwaukee LLC
Peter Coffey and Kristine Coffey
Bobbi and Perry Cohn
Melissa A. Paulson-Conger and Scott Conger
Congregation Emanu-El
Brie Jeshurun
Sally Cooper and Paul Baldino
Patrick Correll
Lori Craig
Amy and Frederick Croen
Rebecca and Brad Dallet
Esther and Edward Davidson
Patricia and Joseph Debelaik
Edwaro Delgado
Jane Duffey
Bryna Dulmes
Laurie Ebel
Katie and Jason Eggert
Eric Ellis
Amy Klein-Emmett and Jason Emmett
Judith Ettenheim
Cheryl Falk
Phyllis and Jordan Fink
Frances Franklin
Kelly and Thomas Gablione
Linda Gaetz
Jeff Gauger
General Plastics
Carrie and Scott Ginett
Maureen and David Ginsburg
Cecilia Gonzalez
Heidi and Garrick Goold
Harriet and Bob Gordon
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
KayJay Foundation
Jeffrey and Michele Green
Marie Greguska
Sharon Griker
Mark Grossberg
Ellen Guiseppi
Justin Hake
Allison Haley
Sheri Hampel
Chris Harroun
Charles Hays
Pam Helf
Nancy Heller
Murray Hersh
Babe and Leon Hilfman
Matthew Holdorf
Fredric Horwitz
Jill Hudson
Ruth Irving and Amy Shapiro
Bonnie and Jack Jacobson
Jewish Community Foundation
Irving & Lorraine Arner Memorial Fund
Donna & Robert Berg
Donor Advised Fund
David & Jody Margolis
Donor Advised Fund
Burton & Audrey Strod
Donor Advised Fund
Craig Johnson
Willie Johnson
Ruby Johnson-Harden
Jenni Jones
David Karst
Sandra and Robert Kattman
Debra and Moshe Katz
Michael Kessler
Shay Knox
Jordan Kodner
Rebecca and William Komisar
Vanessa Koster
Sally and Carroll Kraus
Lynn and David Krutz
Patti and Fred Kurth
Michael Kusci
John Larsen
Kersten and Charlie Larson
Last Man Standing Club
Kerry Laurin
Ruth Lebed
Naomi Duffy
Tamara Lovett
Lynn and Richard Lucas
Dawn and Paul Marceau
Dawn Marceau
Margie and Jonathan Margolis
Ann Margolis
Rachael and David Marks
Melissa and Christopher Marschka
Leticia and Victor Martinez
Aracile Martinez
Rose and Francis Matsueinc
Kristina and Brian May
Michael McCann
Ruth McEwen
Jacqueline McCary
Robert Meidan
Katie Mills
Milwaukee Area Health Education

Jenna Morin
Nancy and Chip Morris
Annette and David Moy
Daniel and Natalie Muchin
Steve and Nancy Mullins
Ann and David Muschler
Elaine and Howard Myers
Jessica Namaste
Bryan Nash
June Neumann
Carolyn Newald
Susan and Charles Olson
Mildred Olson
Madison Oron
Laura Orlowski
Judy Parrish
Christine Lorch and Jerry Patzwal
Laura Pedrick
Susan and Dan Pereles
Staci and Brian Reley
Laura Arbuckle and Papi Randolph
Mary Rasche
Betsy and William Reilly
Jenna Renno
Carol and Werner Richheimer
Stephanie Roland
Tyler Roth
Karyn Rotker and Leon Lynn
Brenda Saavedra
Susan and Thomas Salamone
Todd Scheel
Brian Schermer
Jennifer and Miles Schlimgen
Thom Schmidt
Stein Schmidt
Billi Dawn and Chris Schoggen
Michele Schuman
Mary Anne and Dennis Selby
Sensient Colors LLC
Margaret Shukar
Kenya Simms
Mary Slinsky
Meghan and Drew Slocum
Margaret Sohn
Naomi and Morton Soifer
Julie and Stuart Spahr
Gregg Spino
Dave Stark
Nancy Stowell and Tim Stauder
Maria and Edward Susteren
Leigh Wallace Tabak and Fred Tabak
Charmyes Tillman
Kinnetha Tolson
Aaria and Phillip Troiano
Peggy Twohig
Katherine Valent
John Van Uxem
Darrell Vance
Patricia Votava
Kelly and Will Wabizewski
Dyan and Jeffrey Wagner
Ruth Goldman and Harry Walr
Ruth and Jonathan Wallace
Merideth Welke
Jalea Waymper
Vicky and David Whelan
Barbara and Michael Winn
Jessica Namaste
Anita Wright
Daniel Wustrack
Lynn Taylor and Carl Zaar
Suzeanne and Mark Zwaska

This listing contains gifts given to COA between April 1, 2019 and March 31, 2020. Gifts under $100 are recognized on COA’s website: coa-yfc.org.
Donors

COA Community Champions

These donors give monthly to help sustain COA programs.

Jay Balachandran
Barbara Blankstein-Berman
Sara Geenen
Dee McGarity
Ryan Pogodzinski
Karyn Rotker and Leon Lynn

The following endowment funds support COA programming every year:

Alice Bertschy Kadish Park Fund
Alice Uhrig Boese Memorial Fund
Barbie and Morty Blutstein and Grandchildren Campership Fund
Bud and Sue Selig Fund
Edward, Carolyn & Kathryn Miller Campership Fund
Charles A. Hays Fund
David and Julia Uihlein Fund
Ely Leichtling and Sally Merrell Fund
Ernest F. and May Rice Memorial Fund
Ethel N. Gill Campership Fund
Gene and Ruth Posner Fund
Harry and Rose Samson Endowment Fund
James, Mary Anne, and David Saltzstein Fund
Janet Hirshberg Krauskopf Campership Fund
TPS Scholarship Fund
Gerald and Harriet Glasspiegel Camp Scholarship Fund
Larry and Bobbi Polacheck Family Campership Fund
Mel and Lella Goldin Fund
Pearl Becker Fund
Sally Kraus Child Care Fund
Scott and Peggy Sampson Family Fund
Susie Stein and Children Campership Fund

Gifts to COA were made...

in memory of:

Barbara Candy
Bette Meltzer
Dr. Darryl Diamond
Ethel Nutis Gill
F. William Haberman
Gerlad Rozum
Gil Smieja
Harold Hiken
Harry Fishman
Helen Polacheck
Helen Weber
Jay Werner
Jerry Volk
Joan Cianciola
John Fried
John Meissner
Mark Straube
Mary Rizzo
Helen Polacheck
Seema Gorens
Steven Huff
Victoria Rublein

in honor of:

Alice Gilliam
Anne Louise Olson
Becca Alt
Bonnie Joseph
Charles Schudson
Ed Heiser
Eileen Tabor
Jakob Domnitz
Judy & Jerry Salinsky
Katie Taff & Josh Backes
Linda Wenzel
Lyn & Mike Hamilton
Margie & Tom Krauskopf
Mavis Maxine Drew
Michael Scribner
Mr. and Mrs. E. Gilbert
Myra & Royal Taxman
Rosalie Gellman
Steven Huff

Past COA Presidents

1906-1911  Mrs. Eugene Friend
1912-1913  Mrs. Frank Thannhauser
1913-1915  Mrs. S.M. Cantrovitz
1915-1920  Mrs. S Wollheim
1920-1922  Mrs. Leo Reitman
1922-1924  Mrs. Max Teweles
1924-1928  Mrs. Julian Marks
1928-1929  Mrs. Sidney Cohen
1929-1933  Mrs. Sigmund Brachman
1933-1943  Mrs. Charles Friend
1943-1944  Mrs. Ernest Rice, Sr.
1944-1946  Mrs. A. B. Schwartz
1946-1948  Mrs. Eugene Elsas
1948-1950  Mrs. Alex P. Greenthal
1950-1952  Mrs. Walter Polacheck
1952-1954  Mrs. Edward Prince
1954-1955  Mrs. Stanley Polacheck
1956-1957  Mrs. Robert Krauskopf
1958-1959  Mrs. Albert Heller
1960-1961  Mrs. Sydney Krasno
1962-1963  Mrs. Fred Goodman
1964-1965  Mrs. Ernest Rice, Jr.
1966-1967  Mrs. Charles Ashley
1968-1969  Mrs. Donald Polacheck
1970-1971  Mrs. Abraham Melamed
1972-1973  Mrs. Edward Levi
1974-1975  Mr. Donald Polacheck
1976-1977  Mrs. Irvin M. Becker
1978-1979  Mrs. Arthur Meissner
1980-1981  Mrs. John Givens
1982-1983  Mr. Art Saltzstein
1984-1985  Mr. Mort Blutstein
1986-1987  Mrs. Pat Rieselbach
1988-1989  Mr. Ely Leichtling
1990-1991  Mr. Buckey McKinley
1994-1996  Mrs. Barbie Blutstein
1996-1998  Mr. Max Samson
1998-2000  Mr. Allen Silverstein
2000-2002  Mr. Jack Rosenberg
2002-2004  Mrs. Lina Cicero
2004-2006  Mr. John Florsheim
2006-2008  Dr. Lucille Rosenberg
2008-2012  Mrs. Bonnie Bockl Joseph
2012-2014  Mr. Mark Kultgen
2014-2015  Ms. Linda Yeager
2015-2016  Mr. Dan Einhorn
2016-2018  Mr. Andy Komisar
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Christine McLaughlin
Godfrey & Kahn
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Tracy Luber
Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation

Vice Presidents
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Idy Goodman
Community Volunteer
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Potawatomi Hotel & Casino

Treasurer
Ronald D. Miller
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Community Volunteer
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Community Volunteer
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Milwaukee Admirals Hockey Club
Thomas Guay
Northwestern Mutual
Bill Heilbronner
Sattell Johnson Appel & Company
Michael Hupy
Hupy & Abraham S.C.
Tyra Ivy
We Energies
Jack Jacobson
MLG Commercial
Kellen Kasper
Milwaukee Brewers
Andrew Komisar
CliftonLarsonAllen
Sari Selig Kramer
Community Volunteer
Marlene Lauwasser
Community Volunteer
Kim Lueck
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Max Mann
Baird
Heather Paradis
Children’s Hospital Wisconsin
Laura Peracchio
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
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Quarles & Brady LLP
Meghan Slocum
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Charmyse Tillman
Clarios
Brooke Van de Kamp
Johnson Controls International
Darryl Whitley
Rockwell Automation
Mary Gute Witte
Community Volunteer
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LOCATIONS:

Administrative Office
909 E North Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53212

Riverwest Center
909 E Garfield Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53212

Goldin Center
2320 W Burleigh St
Milwaukee, WI 53206

Camp Helen Brachman
9341 Asbury Dr
Almond, WI 54909

Community Learning Centers & Safe Places:
Auer Avenue School
Doerfler School
Hopkins-Lloyd Community School
Lincoln Center of the Arts
O.W. Holmes School
Westside Academy

Parks:
Kilbourn-Kadish Park
Moody Park

CONTACT US:
414-263-8383
coa-yfc.org
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